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INCISIVE INVESTOR

WEEK IN REVIEW
US EMPLOYMENT GAINS EXCEED EXPECTATIONS

Stocks finished lower Friday, snapping a 
three-day winning streak, amid confusion over 
prospects for a near-term resolution to the 
protracted U.S.-China trade spat.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average DJIA lost 
109.91 points, or 0.4%, to 25,270.83, the S&P 
500 index SPX fell 17.31 points, or 0.6%, to 
2,723.06, while the Nasdaq Composite Index 
COMP declined 77.06 points, or 1%, to 
7,356.99.

For the week, both the Dow and the S&P 500 
are up 2.4% and the Nasdaq advanced 2.7%, 
its first weekly gain since the end of 
September,

Stocks pared losses in late trade after 
President Donald Trump said progress was 
being made in talks with Chinese leadership. A 
few hours earlier, his top economic adviser, 
Larry Kudlow, said the U.S. and China were a 
long way from reaching a trade deal. Kudlow 
also denied an earlier Bloomberg report that 

Trump had ordered aides to begin drafting a 
U.S.-China agreement.

MACRO NEWS

US labor  m arket  rem ain st rong

Nonfarm payrolls in the United States rose a 
stronger-than-expected 250,000 in October 
while the unemployment rate held firm at 
3.7%. Average hourly earnings rose 3.1% 
compared with a year ago, the biggest gain in 
earnings since 2009. The strong labor data 
equals a jump in US consumer confidence to 
the highest level in 18 years, as those 
surveyed looked past volatile October financial 
markets.

Trum p opt im ist ic af t er  Xi call

US president Donald Trump tweeted on 
Thursday that he had had a very good 
telephone conversation with Chinese 
president Xi Jinping and that trade discussions 
are moving along nicely ahead of talks 
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between the two leaders at the G20 meeting 
in Buenos Aires later this month. Market 
expectations for a deal have been very low 
ahead of the meeting, but Trump's tweet 
raised hopes that the trade standoff, which 
has been weighing on financial markets in 
both the US and China, could be broken. 
Hopes were raised further on Friday after 
Bloomberg News reported that Trump hopes 
to reach an agreement when he meets with Xi 
in Argentina and has instructed cabinet 
secretaries to draft a possible deal.

Slowed Chinese grow t h ext ends beyond it s 
borders

Economic growth in China continues to decline 
amid a deepening trade war with the US, 
tighter worldwide financial conditions and a 
slowdown in global growth. The government 
this week announced another package of 
targeted stimulus measures to try to prop up 
demand and counter the cyclical downturn. 
Data from South Korea and Taiwan, both 
important parts of China's supply chain, 
showed this week that they, too, have been 
caught in the regional downdraft, with 
industrial production figures and purchasing 
managers' indices pointing to slower growth 
amid flagging global demand.

IRS r ises ret irem ent  savings caps

The Internal Revenue Service increased the 
limits on pre-tax retirement contributions to 
US retirement accounts this week, adjusting 
them for inflation. The usual IRA limit for 2019 
is $6,000, up from $5,500. The 2019 401(k) 
limit is $19,000, up from $18,500. Catch-up 

contributions for 401(k) savers age 50 and 
older are unchanged at $6,000.

Well-organized Brexit  could t r igger  m ore 
BOE rat e hikes

Interest rates in the United Kingdom could be 
raised more quickly if a deal is reached 
achieving an orderly UK exit from the 
European Union. That was signaled by the 
Bank of England this week, after it said the 
economy is operating at full capacity while 
inflation is above target. This, along with 
hopes for a deal allowing UK banks to provide 
financial service within the EU, helped spark a 
more than 2.5% rally in the GBP/USD 
exchange rate on Thursday.

US m idt erm  elect ions in cent er

US politics will take center stage next Tuesday 
as congressional and some governors? races 
are disputed. The Republican Party is expected 
to maintain a narrow majority in the Senate 
while the Democrats are expected to win 
control of the House of Representatives. The 
Republicans losing control of the House would 
make it harder for the Trump administration 
to further its pro-business agenda.



GLOBAL MACROECONOMIC BACKDROP

Look ing closer  at  Europe

European equities have undergone a tough 
month, deteriorating much more than 
European bonds (corporates, government and 
high yield) on average. From a sovereign 
standpoint, Italy has been the most damaged 
while Sweden has been the most supported. 
The return by sector of European 
investment-grade corporate bonds has been 
led by energy, and insurance was the biggest 
critic. The market drivers of such down action 
have been the slow progress on Brexit 
negotiations, Italy's budget impasse, EU and 
German political unpredictability on the macro 
side and the earnings season not going well 
on the micro side.                      

The dr iving force for  t he equit y sellof f  in 
Oct ober

Aside from the seasonality, the market sold off 
in October due to what may be a peak in 
corporate earnings and downbeat forward 
guidance. While there has been margin 
improvement in every sector except REITs, 
with cost containment and lower labor costs 
behind that trend, revenue growth has slowed 
its burning pace. In October, companies 
started to guide lower due to margin 
corrosion, and this clouded the future view 
somewhat. Also, while we had a down 
October, equity markets started to recover as 
we transitioned into November, a usually 
strong period during election years. The 
handful of companies that ruled the market 
during 2018 and took a breather in the 
downturn have reported strong earnings, and 
these stocks have shown signs of recovery.

EARNINGS NEWS

With roughly three-quarters of the 
constituents of the S&P 500 Index having 
reported for the third quarter, blended 
earnings-per-share growth is running at nearly 
25%, matching the extraordinary pace of the 
first two quarters of the year. Revenue growth 
has toned-down slightly, running at an 8.5% 
year over year, down from last quarter 's 10% 
growth. Profit margins, however, are running 
at a 12% rate, a record.

MA JOR STOCK MOVES

Apple Inc. AAPL shares sank 6.6% after the 
tech giant posted results that were better than 
expected but disappointed on its outlook. It 
also said it would no longer disclose unit sales 
of its products for investors, as it has for more 
than a decade.

Arista Networks Inc. ANET stock rose 7% after 
the company reported better-than-expected 
earnings.

Synchrony Financial SYF slumped 9.6% after 
Walmart Inc. WMT, +0.76% sued the company, 
its former credit-card issuer, alleging breach of 
contract.

Shares of Starbucks Corp. SBUX shares rallied 
9.7% after the firm posted same-store sales 
growth of 4%.

Kraft Heinz Co. KHC skidded 9.7% after the 
food company missed Wall Street?s profit 
estimates in the third quarter.

Symantec Corp. SYMC rose 4.1% after 
reporting smaller losses than expected.

Shares of Newell Brands Inc. NWL soared 15% 
after the consumer-goods company raised its 
full-year guidance for 2018.
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Enter October and the fear of higher interest 
rates took center stage, sending the first shock 
waves through the stock market.  The first 
week of October saw the 10-year U.S. Treasury 
yield explode from 3.05% to 3.23%.  This 
lightning move ignited concerns of slowdowns 
in housing, autos and the economy in general.  
Worries spilled into corporate earnings and 
the high-flying technology sector, sending 
equity markets to one of their worst monthly 
performances in the past ten years.

If higher interest rates were not enough, fear 
found many other places to spook investors.  
Third quarter earnings season saw some 
companies rewarded and others destroyed. 
Time will tell, but 2018 may well prove to be 
the earnings growth peak in this cycle.  

Underlying the entire earnings picture was the 
market?s attempt to handicap 2019?s earnings 
growth.  Ten percent corporate earnings 
growth was the 2019 consensus entering the 
quarter.  Then the market recalibrated to a 
potential five percent earnings growth rate for 
next year.  Still commendable coming off a 
record earnings year, but below previous 
growth expectations.

Beyond the fundamental price drivers, the 
current wall of worry is formidable.  Other 
factors weighing on the market include:  
deepening concerns over tariffs and their 
impact on company margins, the contentious 
mid-term elections, the public discourse 
between the President and the Federal 
Reserve, Saudi Arabia?s future status in the 
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THE WEEK AHEAD

SPECIA L COM M ENTA RY:
OCTOBER - M OSTLY TRICK S, FEW TREA TS
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A few strategies that may help you prepare for the cost of higher education. Click 
to learn more.

                                                                                                                   -Randall Fielder 
                                                              (713-955-3555, randall@park10financial.com)

GETTING A HEAD START ON COLLEGE SAVINGS

world order, China and U.S. relations, and a 
potential global economic slowdown.  Every 
period has uncertainties, this is normal.  
However, the return to normal market 
volatility has been a wake-up call after 
smoothly sailing through 2017 and the 
summer of 2018.

The October correction was a global stock 
event with all major indices deeply in the red.  
The Dow Jones Industrial Average, the S&P 500 
and the NASDAQ composite lost 4.98%, 6.84% 
and 9.16% respectively after achieving all-time 
record highs in September.  The two major 
international indices (MSCI Emerging Markets 
and MSCI EAFE) experienced similar pain, 
dropping 8.71% and 7.96% respectively. Our 
conviction is market pullbacks usually provide 
better buying opportunities.  The first release 
of third quarter GDP growth was a solid 3.5% 
and personal consumption grew at 4.0%.  This 
positive economic backdrop coupled with 
lower stock prices provides improved 
valuations as we look ahead.

Swift market corrections are emotionally 
challenging.  No one enjoys seeing their 

portfolio values decline, but monies invested 
for long-term growth are going to experience 
corrections. We at Park 10 Financial deal with 
market volatility by using our technical 
analysis tools to exit the market and avoid 
major market downturns. These tools also 
give us the signal to re-enter the market at a 
more favorable time.

We also encourage each of our clients to focus 
on their long-term goals by sticking with their 
comprehensive plans. Their financial plan 
should address the multiple goals of:  income, 
liquidity, principal preservation and long-term 
growth. When the going gets tough, its human 
nature to focus exclusively on the pain.  Avoid 
this pitfall by removing the blinders and allow 
yourself to see the value of your overall 
financial plan.

We are glad to see October in the rear-view 
mirror and look toward to a calmer climate 
after the mid-term elections.  Historically, 
since World War II the market has gone up 
after mid-term elections 18 out of 18 times 
through the end on the year and has been 
positive the next year as well.
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